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THE CIVIL AVIATION ACT

Regulations made by the Minister under
section 11 of the Civil Aviation Act

1.
These regulations may be cited as the Civil Aviation (Security)
Regulations 2008.
2.

In these regulations –

“act of unlawful interference” means an act or attempted act
which jeopardises the safety of civil aviation and air transport,
and includes ─

(i)

(ii)

the unlawful seizure of an aircraft in flight;

the unlawful seizure of an aircraft on the ground;

(iii) hostage-taking on board an aircraft or at an airport;

(iv) the forcible intrusion on board an aircraft, at an airport
or on the premises of an aeronautical facility;

(v)

the introduction on board an aircraft or at an airport of a
weapon or hazardous device or material intended for a
criminal purpose;

(vi) the communication of false information which
jeopardises the safety of an aircraft in flight or on the
ground, of passengers, crew, ground personnel or the
general public, at an airport or on the premises of a civil
aviation facility;

“aerial work” means an aircraft operation in which an aircraft
is used for specialised services, and includes services relating
to agriculture, construction, photography, surveying
observation, patrol, search, rescue, and aerial advertisement;
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“aircraft operator” means a person engaged in commercial air
transport operations, aerial work or corporate aviation;
“aircraft security check” means an inspection of the interior of
an aircraft to which passengers may have had access, and
includes the inspection of the hold of the aircraft for the
purposes of discovering suspicious objects, weapons,
explosives or other dangerous devices, articles and substances;

“aircraft security search” means a thorough inspection of the
interior and exterior of the aircraft for the purpose of
discovering suspicious objects, weapons, explosives or other
dangerous devices, articles or substances;
“airport operator” means the holder of a licence issued under
regulation 103 of the Civil Aviation Regulations 2007;

“airside” means the movement area of an airport, adjacent
terrain and buildings or portions thereof to which access is
controlled;

“air traffic services provider” means such provider of an air
traffic control service as is so designated by the Minister;

“Authority” has the same meaning as in the Civil Aviation
Regulations 2007;

“background check” means the check of a person’s identity and
previous experience, including where legally permissible, any
criminal history, as part of the assessment of an individual’s
suitability to implement a security control or for unescorted
access to a security restricted area;
“cargo” means any property carried on an aircraft other than
mail, stores and accompanied or mishandled baggage;

“certification” means a formal evaluation and confirmation by
or on behalf of the Authority that a person possesses the
necessary competencies to perform assigned functions to an
acceptable level as defined by the Authority;
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“commercial air transport operation” means an aircraft
operation involving the transport of passengers, cargo or mail
for remuneration or hire;
“Contracting State” means a member State of ICAO;

“corporate aviation” means the non-commercial operation or
use of aircraft by a company for the carriage of passengers or
goods as an aid to the conduct of its business, flown by a
professional pilot employed to fly the aircraft;

“disruptive passenger” means a passenger who fails to respect
the rules of conduct at an airport or on board an aircraft or to
follow the instructions of the airport staff or crew members and
by his conduct disturbs the good order and discipline at an
airport or on board the aircraft;
“general aviation operation” means an aircraft operation other
than a commercial air transport operation or an aerial work
operation;
“hold baggage“ means the baggage handed over by a
passenger to the aircraft operator for carriage on board an
aircraft in a compartment to which the passenger does not have
access;

“human factors principles” mean principles which apply to
design, certification, training, operations and maintenance
and which seek safe interface between the human and other
system components by proper consideration to human
performance;
“human performance” means human capabilities and
limitations which have an impact on the safety, security and
efficiency of aeronautical operations;
“ICAO” means the International Civil Aviation Organisation;
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“National Civil Aviation Security Programme“ means the
National Civil Aviation Security Programme prepared by the
Authority under regulation 5(e) and approved under regulation
3(2);
“regulated agent” means an agent, freight forwarder or
any other organisation who conducts business with an
aircraft operator and provides security controls that are
accepted or required by the Authority in respect of cargo or
mail;

“screening” means the application of technical or other means
to identify or detect weapons, explosives or other dangerous
devices, articles or substances which may be used to commit an
act of unlawful interference and includes any action to prevent
any such item or package containing such item, from reaching
the aircraft;

“security” means safeguarding civil aviation against acts of
unlawful interference;

“security audit” means an in-depth compliance examination of
every aspect of the implementation of the National Civil
Aviation Security Programme;

“security control” means the use of a verification procedure
by which the introduction of weapons, explosives or other
dangerous devices, articles or substances which may be used
to commit an act of unlawful interference can be prevented;

“security inspection” means the examination of the
implementation of relevant National Civil Aviation Security
Programme requirements by an airline, airport or other
organisation involved in aviation security;
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“security restricted area” means an area of the airport
identified by the Authority as an area to which access is
restricted to authorised persons and described in the First
Schedule;

“security survey” means the evaluation of security needs
including the identification of vulnerabilities which
may be exploited to carry out an act of unlawful
interference, and includes the recommendation of corrective
actions;
“security test” means a covert or overt trial of an aviation
security measure which simulates an attempt to commit an
unlawful act.

“service provider” means ─

any person who engages, either directly or indirectly, under
an agreement or otherwise, to carry out duties on behalf
of an aircraft operator, airport operator or regulated agent;
and

provides security controls that are accepted or required by the
Authority.

“unidentified baggage” means baggage at an airport, with or
without a baggage tag, which is not picked up by, or identified
with, a passenger;
“vulnerable point” means any facility connected with an
airport, found within the area described in the Second
Schedule, which if damaged or destroyed, would seriously
impair the functioning of the airport or air transport
operation.
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National Civil Aviation Security Committee

(1) There is established for the purposes of these regulations,
a National Civil Aviation Security Committee.

(2)
shall ─

The National Civil Aviation Security Committee

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

approve the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme setting out the Government’s security
policy in respect of civil aviation within Mauritius
and of Mauritian civil aircraft overseas, and the
necessary standards and guidelines for security;

coordinate security activities between the
departments, agencies and other entities of
the State, airport and aircraft operators and
other entities concerned with or responsible
for the implementation of various aspects
of the National Civil Aviation Security Programme;

in the event of an act of unlawful interference,
make arrangement to provide ICAO with all
relevant information concerning the security
aspects of the act of unlawful interference as soon
as practicable after the act is resolved;

after the occurrence of an act of unlawful
interference, re-evaluate security controls and
procedures and in a timely fashion, take action
necessary to remedy weaknesses so as to prevent
recurrence; and

make arrangement to inform ICAO of any action
taken under sub paragraph (d).
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(3) The National Civil Aviation Security Committee shall
consist of ─
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

the Senior Chief Executive, Prime Minister’s
Office, Home Affairs Division, as Chairperson;

a representative of the Prime Minister’s Office, as
Secretary;
the Security Adviser to the Prime Minister;

the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry
responsible for the subject of civil aviation;

(e)

the Commissioner of Police;

(g)

the officer responsible for the National Security
Service;

(f)

(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)
(l)

the Commanding Officer of the Special Mobile
Force;

the Director of Civil Aviation;

the officer in charge of the Passport and
Immigration Office;

the Senior Chief Executive of the Ministry of
Health and Quality of Life;

the Senior Chief Executive of the Ministry of Agro
Industry and Fisheries;
the Secretary for Foreign Affairs; and

(m) the Director General of the Mauritius Revenue
Authority.

(4)
The National Civil Aviation Security Committee may
co-opt any other person with specialised knowledge of a matter under
consideration by it to be present at any of its meetings.
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(5) The National Civil Aviation Security Committee shall
regulate its meetings in such manner as it deems fit and 9 members
including at least 6 members from those specified under paragraph
(3)(a) to (i) above, shall constitute a quorum.
(6) The National Civil Aviation Security Committee may
issue directions, not inconsistent with these regulations to the
Authority on any issue concerning security, and the Authority shall
comply with such directions.
4.

Implementation of National Civil Aviation Security
Programme generally

Every organisation which is involved with or responsible for
the implementation of various aspects of the National Civil Aviation
Security Programme shall ─
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

maintain a written statement of the security measures
adopted by that organisation;

apply the standards and endeavour to apply the
recommended practices set out in Annex 17 to the
Convention on International Civil Aviation, to
international civil aviation operations;

establish and implement suitable protection and handling
procedures for security information shared by other
Contracting States or security information that affects the
security interests of other Contracting States, in order to
ensure that inappropriate use, or disclosure of, such
information is avoided;
take appropriate measures for the safety of passengers
and crew of an aircraft, which is subjected to an act of
unlawful interference, while on the ground in Mauritius
until their journey is continued;

(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)
(i)

5.
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implement the security measures as may be entrusted to
it under the National Civil Aviation Security Programme;

ensure that every person implementing security controls
is appropriately trained according to the requirements of
the National Civil Aviation Security Programme and
possesses all competencies required to perform his duties,
and appropriate records are maintained for his training;

ensure that every person who carries out screening
operations is certified according to the requirements of
the National Civil Aviation Security Programme, and
performance standards are consistently and reliably
achieved;
apply security measures to domestic operations to the
extent practicable, based upon a risk assessment carried
out by the Authority; and

prior to applying for an aviation security identification
card on behalf of any of its employees or on behalf of any
contractor providing it with services at the airport, carry
out such preliminary checking of the employee or
contractor, as may be required in the National Civil
Aviation Security Programme.

Designated appropriate aviation security agency

For the purposes of these regulations, the Authority shall be the
designated appropriate aviation security agency for Mauritius and
shall be responsible, inter alia for ─
(a) establishing a unit for security and developing and
implementing guidelines, practices and procedures for
security based on the provisions of Annex 17 to the
Convention and taking into account the safety, regularity
and efficiency of flights;
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

(h)
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meeting requests from other Contracting States for
additional security measures in respect of specific flights
by operators of such other States as far as may be
practicable;

establishing cooperation with other Contracting States in
the development and exchange of information concerning
civil aviation security programmes, training programmes
and quality control programmes;

establishing and implementing procedures to share with
other Contracting States information that applies to the
aviation security interests of those States, to the extent
practicable;
preparing a written National Civil Aviation Security
Programme to be approved by the National Civil
Aviation Security Committee;

keeping under constant review the level of threat to civil
aviation in Mauritius, and making proposals to the
National Civil Aviation Security Committee;

ensuring the development and implementation of a
national training programme for personnel of every
organisation involved with, or responsible for, the
implementation of the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme;

making available to the airport and aircraft operators in
Mauritius and other entities concerned with civil aviation,
a written version of the relevant parts of the National
Civil Aviation Security Programme or other relevant
information or guidelines to enable them to meet the
requirements of the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme;

(i)
(j)

(k)

(l)
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ensuring that persons implementing security controls are
subjected to background checks and selection
procedures;

developing, implementing and maintaining a National
Civil Aviation Security Quality Control Programme to
determine compliance with, and validate the
effectiveness of, the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme;

arranging for security audits, tests, surveys and
inspections to be conducted on a regular basis, verifying
compliance with the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme and providing for the rapid and effective
rectification of any deficiencies;
supplementing the National Civil Aviation Security
Quality Control Programme by establishing a
confidential reporting system for analysing security
information provided by sources such as passengers,
crew and ground personnel;

(m) establishing a process to record and analyse the results
of the National Civil Aviation Security Quality Control
Programme, contributing to the effective development
and implementation of the National Civil Aviation
Security Programme, including identifying the causes
and patterns of non-compliance and verifying that
corrective actions have been implemented and sustained;
(n)

(o)

establishing a modern, efficient and safe system for
issuing aviation security identification cards to persons
and vehicles requiring access to the security restricted
areas in connection with their duties;
establishing a process for the approval of regulated
agents;
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(p)

(q)

(r)

(s)
6.
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processing special authorisation relating to the carriage
of weapons on board aircraft, by law enforcement
officers and other authorised persons acting in the
performance of their duties, in accordance with the laws
of the States involved;

considering requests by any other State to allow the
travel of armed personnel, including in-flight security
officers, on board aircraft of the operator of the
requesting State;

ensuring that contingency plans for security are
developed and tested, and resources are made available
by each organisation as may be necessary for
implementation of such contingency plans; and

approving the aviation security programme of each
organisation involved in the implementation of the
National Civil Aviation Security Programme.

Airport Security Committee

(1) There shall be established at every airport serving civil
aviation, an Airport Security Committee to ensure the implementation
of any national civil aviation security initiatives that may be required
by the Authority from time to time.
(2)

The Airport Security Committee shall ─
(a)

(b)

monitor the implementation of the Airport Security
Programme;

make reports to the Authority on the current state of
security measures and procedures in force at the
airport and on any security issues which cannot be
resolved at the airport level;

(c)

(d)
(3)
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ensure that minimum security measures and
procedures in force at the airport are adequate to
meet threats with regard to normal situations and
are under constant review for periods of heightened
tension and emergency situations; and

ensure that recommendations for improvements in
security measures and procedures are implemented.

The Airport Security Committee shall consist of ─
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)

the responsible officer of the airport operator as the
Chairperson;

the officer in charge of the Police at the airport,
who shall be the alternate Chairperson;

a representative of the Customs Department of the
Mauritius Revenue Authority;

a representative of the Passport and Immigration
Office;
a representative of the Special Mobile Force;
a representative of the
identification card issuer;

aviation

security

representative of Air Mauritius Ltd;

a representative of the air traffic services provider;

(i)

a representative of the ground handling agencies;

(k)

a representative of the service providers; and

(j)

(l)

a representative of the airline representatives;
a representative of the regulated agents.

4)
A representative of the Authority shall be invited to attend
meetings of the Airport Security Committee as an observer.
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(5) The Chairperson may co-opt any other person with
specialised knowledge of a matter under consideration by the
Airport Security Committee to be present at any meeting of the
Committee.

(6) The Airport Security Committee shall conduct its
meetings within the policy framework established by the National
Civil Aviation Security Programme and shall meet at least once
quarterly.
(7) Eight members of the Committee shall constitute a
quorum at a meeting.

7.

Security responsibilities of Police

In addition to the duties of the Police under the Police Act, the
Police at every airport serving civil aviation shall ─
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

control the access from landside to airside areas at the
airport to prevent unauthorised entry;

verify identity documents at designated check points
before access is allowed to airside areas and security
restricted areas;

make available, upon request made by any organisation
which is involved with, or responsible for, the
implementation of the National Civil Aviation Security
Programme, authorised and suitably trained personnel to
assist in dealing with suspected, or actual cases of,
unlawful interference with civil aviation;

perform surveillance of the take-off and approach land
side areas of the airport during high risk flights and as
and when required;

(e)

(f)

(g)

8.
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whenever informed by the Authority that an aircraft may
be subjected to an act of unlawful interference, safeguard
the aircraft if it is still on the ground and arrange for
search of the aircraft for concealed weapons, explosives
or other dangerous devices, articles or substances;

inform the aircraft operator and the pilot-in-command
when passengers are obliged to travel pursuant to judicial
or administrative proceedings, in order that appropriate
security controls can be applied; and

make arrangements to investigate, render safe or dispose
of, if necessary, suspected dangerous devices or other
potential hazards at airports.

Security responsibilities of airport operator
(1)

Every airport operator shall ─

(a)

(b)
(c)

within 3 months of being informed by the Authority
of the approval of the National Civil Aviation
Security Programme under regulation 3(2)(a),
establish, implement and maintain a written Airport
Security Programme which complies with the
National Civil Aviation Security Programme and is
approved by the Authority;

coordinate the implementation of security
controls by various entities at the airport operated
by it;

comply with the provisions of the National Civil
Aviation Security Programme;
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(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)
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integrate into the design and construction of new
facilities and alterations to existing facilities at the
airport operated by it, design requirements,
including architectural and infrastructure-related
requirements necessary for the implementation of
the security measures specified in the National
Civil Aviation Security Programme;

supervise the movement of persons and vehicles on
the airside to control access to security restricted
areas;

screen a proportion of persons other than
passengers being granted access to security
restricted areas, together with items carried;
screen originating passengers of commercial air
transport operations and their cabin baggage prior
to boarding an aircraft;

establish measures for transit operations to protect
transit passengers and cabin baggage from
unauthorised interference;

screen transfer passengers of commercial air
transport operations and their cabin baggage prior
to boarding an aircraft except in cases where the
Authority has permitted otherwise;

protect passengers and their cabin baggage which
have been screened, from unauthorised interference
from the point of screening until they board the
aircraft;

screen originating hold baggage prior to being
loaded into an aircraft engaged in commercial air
transport operations;

(l)
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screen transfer hold baggage prior to being loaded
into an aircraft engaged in commercial air transport
operations except in cases where the Authority has
permitted otherwise;

(m) protect all hold baggage to be carried on an aircraft
engaged in commercial air transport operations,
from unauthorised interference from the point it is
screened or accepted into the care of the aircraft
operator, whichever is earlier, until departure of the
aircraft on which it is to be carried; and

(n)

take such measures, not inconsistent with these
regulations, as it deems fit and expedient, to ensure
that the airport has developed and tested
contingency plans and procedures to respond to
airport and aircraft related emergencies appropriate
for the nature and scale of operations at the
airport.

(2) The proportion referred under paragraph (1)(f) shall be
determined in accordance with such risk assessment as shall, from
time to time, be carried out by the Authority.

(3) Where there has been unauthorised interference with
screened passengers and cabin baggage in breach of paragraph (1)(j),
the airport operator shall re-screen the passengers together with their
cabin baggage before they board an aircraft.

(4) Where the integrity of the hold baggage referred
under paragraph (1)(m) is jeopardised, the airport operator
shall re-screen the hold baggage before it is placed on board an
aircraft.
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9.

Security responsibilities of aircraft operator
(1) Every aircraft operator engaging in commercial air
transport operations from Mauritius shall ─
(a) establish, implement and maintain a written
Operator Security Programme that meets the
requirements of the National Civil Aviation
Security Programme of Mauritius;
(b) include in the Operator Security Programme,
measures and procedures to ensure safety on board
the aircraft when passengers are obliged to travel
pursuant to judicial or administrative proceedings;
and
(c) submit the written Operator Security Programme
to the Authority for approval within such period as
may be determined by the Authority.
(2) Every aircraft operator engaging in commercial air
transport operations from Mauritius shall ─
(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)

perform aircraft security checks or carry out aircraft
security searches of originating aircraft engaging
in commercial air transport movements;

take measures to ensure that disembarking
passengers of commercial flights do not leave items
on board the aircraft;

protect an aircraft subject to security checks or
searches from unauthorised interference from the
time the search or check has commenced until the
aircraft departs; and

control access to and from the aircraft which is
subject to security checks or searches in order to
prevent unauthorised access to the aircraft.
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(3) In determining whether an aircraft security check or an
aircraft security search under paragraph (2)(a) must be carried out,
the aircraft operator shall take into consideration any aviation security
risk assessment carried out by the Authority.

(4) Every aircraft operator engaging in commercial air
transport operations shall take appropriate measures to ensure that
unauthorised persons are prevented from entering the flight crew
compartment during flights.

(5) Every aircraft operator engaging in commercial air
transport operations shall not transport the baggage of passengers
who are not on board the aircraft unless the baggage is identified as
unaccompanied and has been subjected to additional screening.

(6) (a) Every aircraft operator engaging in commercial air
transport operations shall only transport items of hold baggage which
have been individually identified as accompanied or unaccompanied,
screened to the appropriate standard and accepted for carriage on that
flight.

(b) The aircraft operator shall keep a record of the
baggage together with a statement that such baggage has met the
criteria under sub paragraph (a) and is authorised for carriage on that
flight.

(7) An aircraft operator shall not transport a person who does
not consent to an authorised search of his person when required to
do so by the aircraft operator or person authorised to conduct such
search on his behalf.

(8) An aircraft operator which contravenes this regulation
shall commit an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine
not exceeding 10,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 2 years.
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Security responsibilities of regulated agents and service
providers
(1)

Every regulated agent and service provider shall –

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

apply security controls to cargo and mail, prior to
their being loaded into an aircraft engaged in
passenger commercial air transport operations;

protect cargo and mail which are carried on a
passenger commercial aircraft from unauthorised
interference from the point security controls are
applied to such cargo and mail until departure of
the aircraft;

not accept cargo or mail for carriage in an aircraft
engaged in passenger commercial air transport
operations unless the application of security
controls to such cargo or mail is confirmed and
accounted for by the regulated agent; and

subject catering stores and supplies intended for
carriage on passenger commercial flights to
appropriate security controls and protection from
unauthorised interference until they are loaded into
the aircraft.

(2) Where a person who carries an arm with the authorisation
of the Authority has been accepted to travel on an aircraft engaged in
commercial air transport operation, the ground handling agent shall
notify the pilot-in-command of the seat location of the person.
(3) A regulated agent or a service provider which
contravenes this regulation shall commit an offence and shall, on
conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding 10,000 rupees and to
imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years.

11.
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Security responsibilitiess of air traffic services provider

The air traffic services provider shall ─
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(c)

12.
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ensure that vulnerable points are adequately protected;

provide as much prior notification as possible of the
arrival of an aircraft that may be subjected to an act of
unlawful interference, to the Authority and the airport
operator;

when providing air traffic services for an aircraft which
has departed from Mauritius or is over-flying the
Mauritian airspace and is the subject of an act of unlawful
interference, collect all relevant information on the flight
of that aircraft and transmit that information to all other
States responsible for air traffic services units concerned,
including those airports of known or presumed
destination;

provide assistance to an aircraft which is the subject
of an act of unlawful seizure or hostage-taking, including
the provision of navigation aids and air traffic services;
and

where the circumstances so require, grant permission to
land to an aircraft under paragraph (d) after consultation
with the Authority.

Security responsibilities of aviation security identification
cards issuer

(1) The Authority shall, for the purposes of these regulations,
establish a system for the issue of aviation security identification
cards.
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(2)
needs –
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The Authority may, upon request made by a person who
(a)
(b)

to have access to a security restricted area or a
vulnerable point; or

to drive a vehicle into a security restricted area or
a vulnerable point, issue an aviation security
identification card to him or in respect of the
vehicle, as the case may be.

(3) The Authority may require background check to be
conducted in respect of the applicant prior to the issue of an aviation
security identification card for unescorted access to a security
restricted area.

(4) The aviation security identification card issued under
paragraph (2) may include electronic reading capability.
13.

Sub-division of security restricted areas

(1) The Authority may, having regard to the nature of the
activities carried out in a security restricted area, sub-divide the area
into distinct sub-zones.
(2) Every sub-zone under paragraph (1) shall be indicated by
a sign affixed at the perimeter of the zone.
14.

Temporary modification of security restricted area and
vulnerable point

(1) The Authority may, having regard to the nature of the
activities to be carried out within a security restricted area during a
particular period grant, notwithstanding the First and Second
Schedules, a temporary extension to or remove a part from a security
restricted area or vulnerable point.
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(2) Any extension or removal shall be indicated by a sign
affixed at the extended or narrowed perimeter of the security
restricted area or vulnerable point, as the case may be.
15.

Access control

(1) Subject to regulation 16, no person shall be given access
to, or enter, or remain inside a security restricted area or vulnerable
point unless ─
(a)

(b)
(c)

he conspicuously displays a valid aviation security
identification card for unescorted access, on the
outer garment, at chest level, during the time of stay
inside the security restricted area or vulnerable
point;

he is a bona fide passenger or crew member whose
presence in a sub-zone of the security restricted
area or vulnerable point is necessary; or

he has been otherwise permitted by the Authority
and is accompanied by the holder of a valid
aviation security identification card for the security
restricted area or vulnerable point, as the case may be.
(2) Any person who contravenes this regulation shall commit
an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding
10,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years.
16.

Exemptions regarding access control

(1) Where it is incompatible with the nature of the duty to be
performed, or where it is impractical or otherwise undesirable, to
conspicuously display the aviation security identification card, the
National Civil Aviation Security Committee may grant exemptions
from the conspicuous wearing of the card in such specific security
sub-zones and during such period of time corresponding to specific
phases of activity, as it may determine, to selected holders of aviation
security identification cards.
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(2) Notwithstanding that an exemption has been granted
under paragraph (1), an exempted holder shall always carry his
aviation security identification card and make it readily available for
inspection by an authorised officer when gaining access inside a
security restricted area or vulnerable point.

17.

Vehicular controls
(1) No person in charge of a vehicle shall drive, or otherwise
bring the vehicle into a security restricted area or vulnerable point
unless that person is in possession of a valid aviation security
identification card in respect of that vehicle or, in the absence of an
aviation security identification card, access in the security restricted
area or vulnerable point, as the case may be, has been permitted by
the Authority.

(2) Any person who contravenes paragraph (1) shall commit
an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding
10,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 2 years.

18.

Powers
(1) Nothing in these regulations shall be construed as
conferring or delegating to any service provider any power held by
the Commissioner of Police for law and order under the Police Act or
under any other enactment.

(2) No person shall obstruct or impede any public officer or
any service provider or other person acting in the exercise of his
powers, or in performance of his duties, under these regulations.

(3) Where, in relation to any security restricted area or
vulnerable point, an offence under paragraph (2) is committed by any
person ─
(a) the employer of that person; or
(b)

the owner of the vehicle, baggage, moveable
property, or animal, as the case may be, which has
been involved in that offence,
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shall also commit the like offence unless he proves that the offence
was committed without his knowledge or consent and that he took
all necessary steps to prevent the commission of the offence.
(4) (a) Without prejudice to any prosecution under any
enactment relating to civil aviation, the Authority shall have the
power to suspend or cancel the aviation security identification card
where it is satisfied that the holder of the card has contravened these
regulations or has rendered himself ineligible to hold the card due to
any other valid reason.

(b) Before an aviation security identification card is
cancelled, the Authority shall give written notice to the holder of the
card requesting him to show cause why the card must not be
cancelled.

(5) Without prejudice to its power to cancel an aviation
security identification card under paragraph (4), the Authority may
suspend the card forthwith.
(6) Where the Authority suspends or cancels an aviation
security identification card under paragraph (4) or (5), as the case
may be, the holder of the card shall forthwith surrender his card to the
Authority.
(7) Any person who contravenes paragraph (2) or (6) shall
commit an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not
exceeding 10,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 2 years.
19.

Issue of directives
(1) The Authority may issue a directive, not inconsistent with
these regulations, relating to the security of any aircraft, airport or
vulnerable point in Mauritius and any person to whom the directive
is issued shall comply with it.
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(2) Any directive issued by the Authority under paragraph
(1) to an airport operator, service provider, mail and cargo handling
agency, aircraft owner and operator, air traveller and a member of the
public, concerning aviation security, may relate to –
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

the administrative arrangements for granting
access into any part of the security restricted area;
the conduct of persons and presence or movement
of vehicles and animals, within any security
restricted area;
the nature of security measures and procedures
applicable to persons seeking entry into the
security restricted area or vulnerable point with
intent to board a departing aircraft or for any other
purpose, and their baggage or other property,
whether intended for carriage by air or not;
the nature of security measures and procedures
applicable to any vehicle, movable property,
machinery, goods, packages, entering and moving
within any security restricted area or vulnerable
point, whether consigned for transportation by air
or brought into the area in relation to any other
authorized purpose.

(3) Any person who, without reasonable excuse or
justification, fails to comply with a directive issued under paragraph
(1) shall commit an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a
fine not exceeding 10,000 rupees and to imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 2 years.

20.
21.
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Repeal
The Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations 2002 are revoked.

Savings
(1) Any circular, notice, publication, or direction issued
under the revoked regulations referred under regulation 20 and which
may also be issued under these regulations, shall –
(a) be deemed to have been issued under these
regulations; and
(b) remain valid until replaced or revoked.

(2) Notwithstanding regulation 20, an Airport Pass issued
under the Civil Aviation (Security) Regulations 2002 shall remain
valid until its expiry.

22.

Commencement

These regulations shall come into force on 28 February 2008.
Made by the Minister on 14 February 2008.
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FIRST SCHEDULE
(regulation 2)
Security Restricted Areas
Zone A to the extent of two hundred and forty two hectares
four thousand nine hundred and ninety square metres
(242Ha.4,990m2), being part of the limit of the Sir Seewoosagur
Ramgoolam International Airport premises and the external wall at
ground floor level of the “New Terminal Building”, and is bounded
as follows -

By a line running from point S1 (1 015 392.963mE and 974
136.588mN) in a north westerly direction to point S2 (1 015
379.925mE and 974 143.224mN); then to point S3 (1 015
376.767mE and 974 145.464mN); these lines follow the alignment
of the external wall of the “New Terminal Building” at ground floor
level;

From the previous point S3 in a south westerly direction to point
S4 (1 015 373.723mE and 974 143.950mN); from the previous point
S4 in a westerly direction to point S5 (1 015 369.718mE and 974
143.667mN); then to point S6 (1 015 361.549mE and 974
143.971mN); - the points between S3 to S6 following the alignment
of a masonry wall;

From the previous point S6 in a southerly direction to point S7
(1 015 361.466mE and 974 142.110mN); from the previous point
S7 in a westerly direction to point S8 (1 015 349.589mE and 974
142.699mN) - this line following the alignment of a masonry wall;
From the previous point S8 in a southerly direction to point S9
(1 015 349.508mE and 974 141.063mN); from the previous point
S9 in a westerly direction to point S10 (1 015 339.412mE and 974
141.507mN). From the previous point S 10 in a north westerly
direction to point S11 (1 015 328.930mE and 974 160.444mN) - the
points between S9 to S11 following the alignment of a masonry wall;
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From the previous point S11 in a north easterly direction to point
S12 (1 015 334.339mE and 974 171.079mN); from the previous
point S12 in a north westerly direction to point S13 (1 015
332.694mE and 974 176.119mN); from the previous point S13 in a
north easterly direction to point S 14 (1 015 342.752mE and 974
195.256mN); from the previous point S14 in an easterly direction to
point S15 (1 015 349.780mE and 974 197.708mN) ; from the
previous point S15 in a south easterly direction to point S16 (1 015
367.863mE and 974 188.672mN); then to point S17 (1 015
372.111mE and 974 187.521mN); then to point S18 (1 015
376.504mE and 974 187.780mN); from the previous point S18 in a
south easterly direction to point S19 (1 015 384.791mE and 974
183.626mN) - the points between S12 to S19 follow the alignment of
a masonry wall;

From the previous point S19 in a north easterly direction to point
S20 (1 015 385.876mE and 974 185.842mN); from the previous
point S20 in a north westerly direction to point S21 (1 015
380.514mE and 974 188.466mN); from the previous point S21 in a
north easterly direction to point S22 (1 015 385.756mE and 974
201.966mN) - the points between S20 to S22 following the alignment
of the external wall of a concrete building (V.I.P Lounge and la
terrasse);

From the previous point S22 in a north westerly direction to point
S23 (1 015 383.477mE and 974 202.967mN); then to point S24 (1
015 346.501mE and 974 221.517mN) - these lines following the
alignment of a security fence, intersected by a gate;

From the previous point S24 in a northerly direction to point S25
(1 015 345.783mE and 974 224.418mN); from the previous point
S25 in a north westerly direction to point S26 (1 015 328.063mE and
974 233.643mN) these points between S24 to S26 following the
alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised pipes;
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From the previous point S26 in a Westerly direction to point S27
(1 015 326.067mE and 974 233.369mN); from the previous point
S27 in a South Westerly direction to point S28 (1 015 324.940mE
and 974 231.415mN) - these points between S26 to S28 follow the
alignment of a concrete wall fifteen centimetres (O.15m) thick;

From the previous point S28 in a South Westerly direction to point
S29 (1 015 320.399mE and 974 222.678mN); from the previous
point S29 in a South Westerly direction to point S30 (1 015
319.993mE and 974 219.841mN) these points between S28 to S30
following a wire fence supported by galvanised pipes;

From the previous point S30 in a South Westerly direction to point
SC31 (1 015 314.823mE and 974 209.448mN) - this line following
the alignment of the external wall of a concrete building (NA V
Shelter);

From the previous point SC31 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC32 (1 015 310.638mE and 974 211.530mN); this line
following the alignment of the external wall of the said concrete
building (NA V Shelter);

From the previous point SC32 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC33 (1 015 316.690mE and 974 223.697mN) - this line
following part of the alignment of the common wall of the said
concrete building (NA V Shelter) and another concrete building
(Technical Block);

From the previous point SC33 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC34 (1 015313.109mE and 974 225.478mN) - this line
following the alignment of the external wall of the said concrete
building (Technical Block);

From the previous point SC34 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC35 (1 015 315.051 mE and 974 229.382mN);from the
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previous point SC35 in a South Easterly direction to point SC36 (1
015 315.498mE and 974 229.159mN); from the previous point
SC36 in a North Easterly direction to point SC37 (1 015 315.921 mE
and 974 230.010mN); from the previous point SC37 in a South
Easterly direction to point SC38 (1 015 316.772mE and 974
229.587mN); from the previous point SC38 in a North Easterly
direction to point SC39 (1 015 317.195mE and 974 230.437mN);
from the previous point SC39 in a South Easterly direction to point
SC40 (1 015 318.046mE and 974 230.014mN); from the previous
point SC40 in a North Easterly direction to point SC41 (1 015
320.219mE and 974 233.724mN) -the points between SC34 to SC41
following the alignment of the external wall of a concrete building
(Control Tower);

From the previous point SC41 in a South Easterly direction to
point SC42 (1 015 321.187mE and 974 233.200mN); from the
previous point SC42 in a North Easterly direction to point SC43 (1
015 322.566,nE and 974 235.751mN); from the previous point SC43
in a North Westerly direction to point SC44 (1 015 312.231mE and
974 241.339mN); from the previous point SC44 in a South Westerly
direction to point SC45 (1 015 310.937mE and 974 238.857mN);
from the previous point SC45 in a North Westerly direction to point
SC46 (1 015 302.600mE and 974 243.198mN); from the previous
point SC46 in a South Westerly direction to point SC47 (1 015
279.134mE and 974 195.821mN); from the previous point SC47 in
a North Westerly direction to point SC48 (1 015 276.380mE and 974
197.234mN) -the points between SC41 to SC48 following the
alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised pipes;
From the previous point SC48 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC49 (1 015 255.295mE and 974 156.213mN); this line
follows partly the alignment of the external wall of a concrete
building (Ramp Equipment Workshop) and partly the alignment of a
wire fence supported by galvanised pipes;
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From the previous point SC49 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC50 (1 015 208.339mE and 974 181.472mN); from the
previous point SC50 in a Northerly direction to point SC51 (1 015
204.138mE and 974 193.744mN); from the previous point SC51 in
a North Easterly direction to point SC52 (1 015 211.998mE and 974
209.283mN) - the points between SC49 to SC52 following the
alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised pipes;

From the previous point SC52 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC53 (1 015 202.060mE and 974 214.472mN) - this line
following the alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised
pipes, intersected by a gate;

From the previous point SC53 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC54 (1 015 203.427mE and 974 217.142mN) - this line
following the alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised
pipes;

From the previous point SC54 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC55 (1 015 198.908mE and 974 219.404mN) - this line
following partly the alignment of a wire fence supported by
galvanised pipes, intersected by a gate, and partly the alignment of the
external wall of a concrete building (Gate Post);

From the previous point SC55 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC56 (1 015 203.672mE and 974 228.657mN) - this line
following partly the alignment of the external wall of a concrete
building (Shelter Fuel);

From the previous point SC56 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC57 (1 015 158.307mE and 974 252.008mN) - this line
following partly the alignment of the external wall of the said
concrete building (Shelter Fuel) and partly a wire fence supported by
galvanised pipes;
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From the previous point SC57 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC58 (1 015 145.751mE and 974 227.701mN); from the
previous point SC58 in a North Westerly direction to point SC59 (1
015 133.575mE and 974 234.028mN); then to point SC60 (1 015
115.286mE and 974 252.583mN) these points between SC57 to
SC60 follow the alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised
pipes;

From the previous point SC60 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC61 (1 015 113.706mE and 974 249.519mN); from the
previous point SC61 in a North Westerly direction to point SC62 (1
015 112.525mE and 974 250.127mN); from the previous point SC62
in a South Westerly direction to point SC63 (1 015 107.584mE and
974 240.541mN); from the previous point SC63 in a North Westerly
direction to point SC64 (1 015 052.430mE and 974 268.970mN) the points between SC60 to SC64 following the alignment of the
external wall of a two storey concrete building at ground floor level
(Air Mauritius Flight Operation - Administrative Block);

From the previous point SC64 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC65 (1 015 055.866mE and 974 275.637mN) - the line
following the internal wall of a concrete staircase of the said two
storey concrete building at ground floor level (Air Mauritius Flight
Operation - Administrative Block);

From the previous point SC65 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC66 (1 015 051.982mE and 974 277.639mN) - the line
following the width of the internal wall of the said concrete staircase;

From the previous point SC66 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC67 (1 015 048.539mE and 974 270.959mN) - the line
following the alignment of the internal wall of the said concrete
staircase;
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From the previous point SC67 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC68 (1 015 031.506mE and 974 279.734mN) - the line
following the alignment of the external wall of the said two storey
concrete building at ground floor level (Air Mauritius Flight
Operation - Administrative Block);

From the previous point SC68 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC69 (1 015 027. 269mE and 974 271 .312mN); from the
previous point SC69 in a North Westerly direction to point SC70 (1
014 999.225mE and 974 288.205mN); then to point SC71 (1 014
975.891 mE and 974 301.230mN); from the previous point SC71 in
a Northerly direction to point SC72 (1 014 981.416mE and 974
318.231mN); from the previous point SC72 in a North Easterly
direction to point SC73 (1 015 009.466mE and 974 333.664mN);
then to point SC74(1 015 011.404mE and 974 335.494mN) - the
points between SC68 to SC74 follow the alignment of a wire fence
supported by galvanised pipes;

From the previous point SC74 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC75 (1 015 007.134mE and 974 342.854mN) - the line
following the alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised
pipes, intersected by a gate;

From the previous point SC75 in a North Easterly direction to
point SC76 (1 015 008.917mE and 974 343.808mN) - the line
following the alignment of a wire fence supported by galvanised
pipes;

From the previous point SC76 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC77 (1 015 006.558mE and 974 347.931 mN) - the line
following the alignment of the said wire fence supported by
galvanised pipes, intersected by a gate;
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From the previous point SC77 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC78 (1 015 OOO.027mE and 974 344.305mN) - the line
following partly the alignment of a wire fence supported by
galvanised pipes and partly the alignment of the external wall of a
concrete building (Gate Post);

From the previous point SC78 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC79 (1 014 998.707mE and 974 347.221mN); from the
previous point SC79 in a South Westerly direction to point SC80 (1
014 993.629mE and 974 342.926mN); from the previous point
SC80 in a North Westerly direction to point SC81 (1 014 976.242mE
and 974 351.747mN);

From the previous point SC81 in a South Westerly direction to
point SC82 (1 014 975.709mE and 974 350.910mN); from the
previous point SC82 in a North Westerly direction to point SC83 (1
014 961.437mE and 974 358.255mN); from the previous point
SC83 in a North Easterly direction to point SC84 (1 014 973.898mE
and 974 382.580mN); from the previous point SC84 in a Northerly
direction to point SC85(1 014 961.842mE and 974 399.249mN);
then to point SC86(1 014 958.807mE and 974 404.645mN); then to
point SC87 (1 014 956.186mE and 974 410.083mN); then to point
SC88(1 014 950.602mE and 974427.203mN); from the previous
point SC88 in a North Easterly direction to point SC89 (1 014
953.531mE and 974 435.596mN); from the previous point SC89 in
a Northerly direction to point SC90(1014 963.114mE and 974
481.999mN); then to point SC91 (1014 964.989mE and 974
490.654mN); then to point SC92(1014 973.454mE and 974
520.144mN); from the previous point SC92 in a North Easterly
direction to point SC93 (1015 002.388mE and 974 535.918mN);
from the previous point SC93 in an Easterly direction to point
SC94(1 015 035.355mE and 974 526.471mN); from the previous
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point S094 in a North Easterly direction to point SC95 (1 015
066.718mE and 974 524.890mN) - the points between SC78 to
SC95 following the alignment of a wire fence supported by
galvanised pipes;

From the previous point SC95 in a North Easterly direction to
point S96 (1 015 160.387mE and 974 575.858mN); from the
previous point S96 in a North Westerly direction to point S97 (1 015
133.354mE and 974 625.446mN); from the previous point S97 in a
Westerly direction to point S98(1 015 121.777mE and 974
625.181mN); from the previous point S98 in a North Westerly
direction to point S99 (1 015 113.610mE and 974 634.442mN) - the
points between SC95, S96 to S99 following the alignment of a
concrete wall;

From the previous point S99 in a North Westerly direction to point
S100 (1 015 108.109mE and 974 635.790mN) - the line following
the alignment of the external wall of a concrete building;

From the previous point S100 in a South Westerly direction to
point S101 (1 015 106.291mE and 974 628.576mN) - the line
following the alignment of the external wall of the said concrete
building;

From the previous point S101 in a North Westerly direction to
point S102 (1 015 086.073mE and 974 656.811mN); from the
previous point S102 in a North Westerly direction to point S103 (1
015 063.673mE and 974 667.674mN); from the previous point S103
in a Westerly direction to point S104(1 015 046.999mE and 974
671.589mN) - the points between S101 to S104 following the
alignment of a concrete wall;

From the previous point S104 in a Westerly direction to point
S105(1 015 042.976mE and 974 672.790mN); from the previous
point S105 in a North Westerly direction to point S106 (1 014
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667.129mE and 974 865.917mN); then to point S107(1 014
591.926mE and 974 902.007mN); then to point S108(1 014
543.189mE and 974 923.838mN); from the previous point S108 in
a Westerly direction to point S109(1 014 531.347mE and 974
926.234mN); then to point S110( 014 518.723mE and 974
927.782mN) from the previous point S110 in a North Westerly
direction to point S111 (1 014 500.924mE and 974 951.957mN);
from the previous point S111 in a North Easterly direction to point
S112 (1 014 508.778mE and 974 963.714mN); from the previous
point S112 in a North Westerly direction to point S113 (1 014
481.407mE and 974 984.709mN); then to point S114(1 014
454.705mE and 975 003.660mN); then to point S115(1 014
443.077mE and 975 013.137mN); then to point S116 (1 014
430.465mE and 975 025.953mN); then to point S117 (1 014
327.714mE and 975 177.144mN);

From the previous point S117 in a North Easterly direction to point
S118 (1 014 368.555mE and 975 257.102mN); from the previous
point S118 in a South Easterly direction to point S119 (1 014
565.255mE and 975 155.673mN); from the previous point S119 in
a North Easterly direction to point S120 (1 014 645.586mE and 975
201.266mN); then to point S121 (1 014 670.470mE and 975
237.897mN); then to point S122 (1 014 676.355mE and 975
246.615mN); from the previous point S122 in a South Easterly
direction to point S123 (1 014 884.191mE and 975 130.110mN);
then to point S124(1 017 187.362mE and 973 950.691mN); then to
point S125(1 017 441.586mE and 973 820.831mN); then to point
S126 (1 017 766.467mE and 973 652.790mN); from the previous
point S126 in a South Easterly direction to point S127(1 017
902.805mE and 973 432.156mN); then to point S128 (1 017
906.671mE and 973 416.754mN); from the previous point S128 in
a South Easterly direction to point S129 (1 017 940.480mE and 973
399.322mN); from the previous point S129 in a South Westerly
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direction to point S130 (1 017 926.849mE and 973
370.717mN);from the previous point S130 in a Westerly direction to
point S131 (1 017 921.118mE and 973 370.001mN); from the
previous point S131 in a North Westerly direction to point S132 (1
017 906.608mE and 973 375.872mN); from the previous point S132
in a South Westerly direction to point S133 (1 017 903.036mE and
973 367.887mN); from the previous point S133 in a Westerly
direction to point S134(1 017 709.462mE and 973 345.746mN);
from the previous point S134 in a Westerly direction to point S135
1017 309.828mE and 973 514.968mN); then to point S136(1 017
229.992mE and 973 553.906mN); from the previous point S136 in
a Southerly direction to point S137
(1 017 262.923mE
and 973279.440mN); from the previous point S137 in a South
Westerly direction to point S138 (1 017 253.271mE and 973
213.388mN); from the previous point S138 in a South Westerly
direction to point S139 (1 017 212.007mE and 973
157.367mN);from the previous point S139 in a South Westerly
direction to point S140 (1 017 152.556mE and 973 124. 169mN);
from the previous point S140 in a Westerly direction to point S141(1
016 820.710mE and 973 042.660mN); from the previous point S141
in a North Westerly direction to point S142 (1 016 761.850mE and
973 275.779mN); from the previous point S142 in a North Westerly
direction to point S143 (1 016 450.594mE and 973 421.000mN);
then to point S144 (1 016 287.260mE and 973 499.498mN); then to
point S145(1 016 086.031mE and 973 609.789mN); from the
previous point S145 in a North Westerly direction to point S146 (1
015 831.816mE and 973 675.787mN); from the previous point S146
in a Westerly direction to point S147(1 015 777.558mE and 973
671.268mN); then to point S148 (1 015 733.292mE and 973
679.644mN); from the previous point S148 in a North Westerly
direction· to point S149 (1 015 669.424mE and 973 717.942mN);
from the previous point S149 in a Westerly direction to point S150(1
015 418.438mE and 973 783.022mN) - the points between S104 to
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S150 following the alignment of a wire fence supported by concrete
poles;

From the previous point S150 in a North Westerly direction to
point S151 (1 015 406.896mE and 973 791.294mN) - the line
following the alignment of a wire fence, supported by concrete poles,
intersected by a gate (F Gate);

From the previous point S151 in a North Easterly direction to point
S152 (1 015 482.705mE and 973 953.162mN) - this line follows the
alignment of a wire fence, supported by concrete poles;

From the previous point S152 in a North Easterly direction to point
S153 (1 015 484.584mE and 973 957.624mN) - this line crosses a
concrete building;

From the previous point S153 in a North Easterly direction to point
S154 (1 015 510.317mE and 973 993.870mN) - this line following
the alignment of a wire fence supported by concrete poles;

From the previous point S154 in a North Westerly direction to
point S155 (1 015 505.226mE and 973 996.428mN) - this line
following a wire fence supported by concrete poles, intersected by a
gate (Police Gate); then to point S156(1 015 499.641mE and 973
999.277mN) - this line following the external alignment of a concrete
ramp;
From the previous point S156 in a North Easterly direction to point
S157 (1 015 512.149mE and 974 023.894mN) - this line following
the external alignment of the said concrete ramp;

From the previous point S157 in a Northerly direction to point
S158 (1 015 520.138mE and 974 043.855mN) - this line follows the
external alignment of a concrete building at basement level;
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From the previous point S158 in a North Westerly direction to
point S159 (1 015 510.372mE and 974 066.064mN); then to point
S160 (1 015 493.384mE and 974 074.710mN) - the points between
S158 to S160 following the alignment of the external wall of the said
concrete building at basement level;

From the previous point S160 in a North Easterly direction to point
S161 (1 015 496.557mE and 974 080.944mN); from the previous
point S161 in a North Westerly direction to point S162 (1 015
466.403mE and 974 096.291mE); from the previous point S162 in
a North Westerly direction to point S163 (1015 465.910mE and 974
095.324mN); from the previous point S163 in a North Westerly
direction to point S164 (1 015 436.104mE and 974,110.494mN);
from the previous point S164 in a South Westerly direction to point
S165 (1 015 434.756mE and 974 107.847mN); from the previous
point S165 in a Westerly direction to point S166( 015 429.376mE
and 974 106.014mN); from the previous point S166 in a North
Westerly direction to point S167 (1 015 412.884mE and 974
114.408mN); from the previous point S167 in a South Westerly
direction to point S168 (1 015 412.671mE and 974 113.989mN);

From the previous point S168 in a North Westerly direction to
point S169 (1015 395.631mE and 974 122.661mN); from the
previous point S169 in a South Westerly direction to point S170 (1
015 395.427mE and 974 122.260mN) - the points between S160 to
S170 following the alignment of the external wall of the said “New
Terminal Building” at basement level (welcomer’s area);

From the previous point S170 in a North Westerly direction to
point S171 (1 015 392.000mE and 974 124.004mN) - this line
follows partly the alignment of the external wall of the said “New
Terminal Building” at basement level (welcomer’s area) and partly
the internal wall of a concrete staircase;
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From the previous point S171 in a South Westerly direction to
point S172 (1 015 391.686mE and 974 123.384mN); from the
previous point S172 in a North Westerly direction to point S173 (1
015 387.274mE and 974 125.615mN) - the points between S171 to
S173 following the internal wall of the said concrete staircase;

From the previous point S173 in a North Easterly direction to the
starting point S1 at first floor level - the line following partly the
internal wall of the said concrete staircase,
but excluding (i)

the first floor level of the two storey concrete building,
being the administrative block of Air Mauritius and
having an extent of nine hundred and eleven square
metres (911.00M2) and is bounded within the
coordinates as follows-

By a line running from point C212 (1 015 114.564mE
and 974 274.537mN) in a South Easterly direction to
point C211
(1 015 124.075mE and 974
269.634mN); this line follows the alignment of the
internal wall of a two storey concrete building at first
floor level (Air Mauritius Flight Operation Administrative Block); from the previous point C211 in
a South Westerly direction to point 5C60 (1 015
115.286mE and 974 252.583mN); then to point SC61
(1 015 113.706mE and 974 249.519fl1N); from the
previous point 5C61 in a North Westerly direction to
point SC62 (1 015 112.525mE and 974 250.127mN);
from the previous point SC62 in a South Westerly
direction to point SC63 (1 015 107.584mE and 974
240.541mN); from the previous point SC63 in a North
Westerly direction to point SC64 (1 015 052.430mE and
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974 268.970mN) - the points between C211 to SC64
following the alignment of the said external wall of the
two storey concrete building at first floor level (Air
Mauritius Flight Operation Administrative Block);

(ii)

From the previous point SC64 in a North Easterly
direction to point SC65 (1 015 055.866mE and 974
275.637mN); then to point C214 (1 015 057.371mE and
974 278.556mN); this line follows the alignment of the
internal wall of a concrete staircase and partly the
alignment of the external wall of the said two storey
concrete building at first floor level (Air Mauritius Flight
Operation Administrative Block); from the previous
point C214 in a South Easterly direction to point C213 (1
015 104.196mE and 974 254.422mN); finally, from the
previous point C213 in a North Easterly direction to the
starting point C212 - the points between C214 to C212
following the alignment of the internal wall of the said
two storey concrete building at first floor level (Air
Mauritius Flight Operation - Administrative Block);

Part of the first floor level of the “New Terminal
Building” being the departure hall, having an extent of
two thousand four hundred and sixty two square
metres (2,462.00m2), and is bounded within the
coordinates as follows-

By a line running from point S1 (1 015 392.963mE and
974 136.588mN) in South Easterly direction to point
5210 (1 015 462.376mE and 974 101.281 mN); this line
follows the alignment of the external wall of the said
“New Terminal Building” at first floor level (Departure
Hall).
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From the previous point S210 in a North Westerly direction to
point S209 (1 015 470.178mE and 974 116.610mN); from the
previous point S209 in a South Easterly direction to point S208 (1
015 470.383mE and 974 116.506mN); from the previous point S208
in a North Easterly direction to point S207 (1 015 474.011 mE and
974 123.536mN); from the previous point S207 in a South Easterly
direction to point S206 (1 015 479.204mE and 974120.892mN);
from the previous point S206 in a South Westerly direction to point
S205 (1 015 478.388mE and 974 119.288mN); from the previous
point S205 in a South Easterly direction to point S204 (1 015
483.559mE and 974 116.656mN);from the previous point S204 in a
South Westerly direction to point S203 (1 015 482.529mE and 974
114.633mN);

From the previous point S203 in a South Easterly direction to point
S202 (1 015 491.816mE and 974 109.906mN); from the previous
point S202 in a South Westerly direction to point S201 (1 015
490.074mE and 974 106.484mN); from the previous point S201 in
a South Easterly direction to point S200 (1 015 495.893mE and 974
103.522mN); from the previous point S200 in a North Easterly
direction to point S199 (1 015 496.805mE and 974 105.313mN);
from the previous point S199 in a South Easterly direction to point
S198 (1 015 501.030mE and 974 103.163mN); from the previous
point S198 in a South Westerly direction to point S197 (1 015
499.533mE and 974 100.222mN); from the previous point S197 in
a South Easterly direction to point S196 (1 015 500.734mE and 974
199.611mN);
From the previous point S196 in a North Easterly direction to point
S195 (1 015 502.947mE and 974 103.960mN); from the previous
point S195 in a South Easterly direction to point S194 (1 015
503.864mE and 974 103.493mN); from the previous point S194 in
a North Easterly direction to point S193 (1 015 505.094mE and 974
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105.909mN); from the previous point S193 in a South Easterly
direction to point S192 (1 015 509.701 mE and 974 103.563mN);
from the previous point S192 in a South Westerly direction to point
S191 (1 015 508.472mE and 974 101.148mN); from the previous
point S191 in a South Easterly direction to point S190 (1 015
510.329mE and 974 102.203mN); from the previous point S190 in
a North Easterly direction to point S189 (1 015 511.558mE and 974
102.619mN); from the previous point S189 in a South Easterly
direction to point S188 (1 015 516.306mE and 974
100.202mN);from the previous point S188 in a South Westerly
direction to point S187 (1 015 515.077mE and 974 097.787mN);
from the previous point S187 in a South Easterly direction to point
S186 (1 015 515.799mE and 974 097 .419mN); from the previous
point S186 in a South Westerly direction to point S185 (1 015
508.941mE and 974 083.697mN); from the previous point S185 in
a North Westerly direction to point S184 (1 015 502.658mE and 974
086.895mN); from the previous point S184 in a South Westerly
direction to point S183 (1 015 500.186mE and 974 082.038mN);
the points between S210 to S183 following the alignment of the
internal wall of the “New Terminal Building” at first floor level
(Departure Hall);

From the previous point S183 in a South Easterly direction to point
S182 (1 015 506.439mE and 974 078.855mN); from the previous
point S182 in a South Westerly direction to point S181 (1 015
505.626mE and 974 077.259mN); from the previous point S181 in
a South Easterly direction to point S180 (1 015 514.275mE and 974
072.857mN); from the previous point S180 in a South Westerly
direction to point S179 (1 015 514.187mE and 974 072.683mN);
from the previous point S179 in a South Easterly direction to point
S178 (1 015 517.859mE and 974 070.814mN); the points between
S183 to S178 following the alignment of the external wall of a
concrete building at first floor level;
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From the previous point S178 in a South Westerly direction to
point S177 (1 015 517.510mE and 974 070.128mN) - this line
following the alignment of the external wall of a concrete building;

From the previous point S177 in a South Westerly direction to
point S176 (1 015 525.689mE and 974 057.339mN); from the
previous point S176 in a Southerly direction to point S175 (1 015
526.190mE and 974 042.166mN); from the previous point S175 in
a South Westerly direction to point S174 (1 015 517.754mE and 974
021.068mN); then to point S155 (1 015 505.226mE and 973
996.428mN) - the points between S177 to S155 following the
alignment of a wire fence supported by concrete poles;

From the previous point S155 in a North Westerly direction to
point S156 (1 015 499.641 mE and 973 999.277mN) - the line
following the external alignment of a concrete ramp;

From the previous point S156 in a North Easterly direction to point
S157 (1 015 512.149mE and 974 023.894mN) - the line following
the external alignment of the said concrete ramp;

From the previous point S157 in a Northerly direction to point
S158 (1 015 520.138mE and 974 043.855mN); this line follows the
external alignment of a concrete building at basement level;

From the previous point S158 in a North Westerly direction to
point S159 (1 015 510.372mE and 974 066.064mN); then to point
S160 (1 015 493.384mE and 974 074.710rnN) - the points between
S158 to S160 following the alignment of the external wall of the said
concrete building at basement level;

From the previous point S160 in a North Easterly direction to point
S161 (1 015 496.557mE and 974 080.944mN); from the previous
point S161 in a North Westerly direction to point S162 (1 015
466.403rnE and 974 096.291rnE); from the previous point S162 in
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a North Westerly direction to point S163 (1 015 465.91 OrnE and
974 095.324rnN); from the previous point S163 in a North Westerly
direction to point S164 (1015 436.104mE and 974 110.494mN);
from the previous point S164 in a South Westerly direction to point
S165 (1 015 434.756rnE and 974 107.847mN); from the previous
point S165 in a Westerly direction to point S166(1 015 429.376rnE
and 974 106,.014rnN);
From the previous point S166 in a North Westerly direction to
point S167 (1 015 412.884rnE and 974 114.408rnN); from the
previous point S167 in a South Westerly direction to point S168 (1
015 412.671mE and 974 113.989rnN); from the previous point S168
in a North Westerly direction to point S169 (1 015 395.631mE and
974 122.661mN); from the previous point S169 in a South Westerly
direction to point S170 (1 015 395.427rnE and 974 122.260mN) the points between S160 to S170 following the alignment of the
external wall of the said “New Terminal Building” at basement level
(welcomer’s area);
From the previous point S170 in a North Westerly direction to
point S171 (1 015 392.000rnE and 974 124.004rnN) - the line
following partly the alignment of the external wall of the said “New
Terminal Building” at basement level (welcomer’s area) and partly
the internal wall of a concrete staircase;
From the previous point S171 in a South Westerly direction to
point S172 (1 015 391.686mE and 974 123.384mN); from the
previous point S172 in a North;

Westerly direction to point S173 (1 015 387.274mE and 974
125.615mN)- the points between S171 to S173 follow the internal
wall of the said concrete staircase;
From the previous point S173 in a North Easterly direction to the
starting point S1 at first floor level - this line following partly the
internal wall of the said concrete staircase.
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SECOND SCHEDULE
(regulation 2)
Vulnerable Points
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Area Control Centre, Plaisance to the extent of 26524.38m2
and bounded by a line running from Point A (20°26’12.22”8)
(57°40’33.33”E) to Point B (20°26’ 10.89”8) (57°40’29.49”E)
to Point C (20026’ 10.48”8) (57°40’29.60”E) to Point D
(20°26’ 09.63”8) (57°40’26.28”E) to Point E (20°26’ 06.51 “8)
(57°40’27.14”E) to Point F (20°26’ 07.36”8) (57°40’30.47”E)
to Point G (20°26’06.67”8) (57°40’30.67”E) to Point H
(20°26’07.598) (57°40’34.64”E) and to Point A (20°26’
12.22”8) (57°40’33.33”E).
DVOR/DME, Grand Bay to the extent of 9545.50m2 and
bounded by a line running from Point A (20°00’52.03”8)
(57°36’02.84”E) to Point B (20°00’54.86”8) (57°36’03.95”E)
to Point C (20° 00’ 54.95”8) (57°36’04.22”E) to Point D
(20°00’ 53.87”8) (57° 36’ 07 .17”E) to Point E (20° 00’ 50.91
“8) (57°36’05.97”E) and to Point A (20°00’52.03”8)
(57°36’02.84”E).

DVOR/DME Ruisseau Copeaux, Plaisance to the extent of
10178.68 m2 and bounded by a line running from Point A
(20°25’12.90”8) (57°39’47.09”E) to Point B (20° 25’ 12.60”8)
(57°39’46.49”E) to Point C (20°25’11.44”8) (57°39’ 47.11”E)
to Point D (20°25’ 09.96”8) (57°39’44.05”E) to Point E
(20°25’ 12.71 “8) (57°39’ 42.6\0”E) to Point F (20° 25’
12.95”8) (57°39’42.78”E) to Point G (20°25’ 14.30”8) (57°39’
45.56”E) to Point H (20°25’ 13.17”8) (57°39’ 46.17”E) to
Point I (20° 25’13.47”8) (57°39’46.78”E) and to Point A
(20°25’12.90”8) (57°39’47.09”E).
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Fan Marker, Blue Bay to the extent of 261 .97m2 and bounded
by a line running from Point A (20° 26’ 35.91”8)
(57°42’38.93”E) to Point B (20° 26’ 36.39”8) (57°42’38.90”E)
to Point C (20° 26’36.51 “8) (57°42’39.64”E) to Point D
(20°26’36.31 “8) (57° 42’39.78”E) and to Point A (20° 26’
35.91”8) (57°42’38.93”E).
HF Farm, Plaisance to the extent of 38791.18m2 and bounded
by a line running from Point A (20° 26’ 31.58”8)
(57°40’31.89”E) to Point B (20°26’ 27.41”8) (57°40’34.75”E)
to Point C (20° 26’31.83”8) (57°40’42.05”E) to Point D (20°
26’36.08”8) (57°40’39.16”E) and to Point A (20° 26’ 31.58”8)
(57°40’31.89”E).

Non Directional Beacon, Flic en Flac to the extent of 5002.51
m2 and bounded by a line running from Point A
(20°16’53.30”5) (57022’19.86”E) to Point B (20016’53.18”S)
(57°22’19.76”E) to Point C (20016’52.78”S) (57022’17.39”E)
to Point D (20016’55.02”S) (57022’16.97”E) to Point E
(20016’55.41”S) (57°22’19.34”E) and to Point A
(20°16’53.30”S) (57°22’19.86”E).

